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Key Selling Points
Expert advice for burgeoning sewers that celebrates the joy of making your own clothes
First branded Great British Sewing Bee handbook series, taking you through the essentials skills and steps to sew with confidence 
Illustrated with fresh photography in a modern package perfect to buy as a self-purchase or a gift
The Great British Sewing Bee: The Techniques has sold 11,106 TCM and opened the series out to a new potential market.

Description
You have mastered the basic techniques so now it is time to build on your skills as your take the next step in your sewing journey. Discover how 
to find your confidence when tackling different sewing projects and achieve that perfect finish – this is a go-to guide that you will keep referring 
back too.
Through this book learn how to deal with trickier fabrics, advance dressmaking techniques and add embellishments to create that professional 
finish. Interspersed with expert tips, from advice on finishing, altering patterns to guidance on adding complicated decorative finishes, this book is 
an indispensable reference that will encourage you to take your dressmaking to the next level.

About the Author
The Great British Sewing Bee is a BBC reality show that began airing on BBC Two on 2 April 2013. Sara Pascoe hosts the show, as 12 talented 
home sewers are challenged to create gorgeous garments, under the scrutiny of judges Esme Young and Patrick Grant, for the title of Britain’s 
Best Amateur Sewer.
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